Artificial Neural Networks and its Role in Plant Breeding Under Drought Stress
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Introduction

All plants need water for the process of photosynthesis to take place effectively. Lack of enough water in plants decreases stomata conductivity that limits the uptake of carbon dioxide which is a necessary element for photosynthesis. The best way of increasing yield and subsequent profit is by performing early detections and managing the problems relating to crop yield. It is, therefore, important to develop models to evaluate crop production behavior specifically weather as it helps in minimizing costs incurred through operation and analysis and evaluate stability. In stimulating the egg plant relative water content's response to condition of weather of sis tan, two models; Multilayer Perception (MLP) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) together with some input variables such as: the height of a plant, weight of a fruit, length of a fruit, widths of a fruit, number of fruits, fruit lengths ratio to its width, chlorophyll, total yield and canopy temperature were developed. According to the results obtained from the ANN model, it was found that the ANN Model was the best. This is because the results obtained from; training, testing phase’s precision and validating had a very low absolute error of 0.035, 0.033 and 0.027 respectively for MLP 9-15-1in egg plant. The highest correlation coefficient characteristics were the selected network at the concurrently low amplitude among the sets: validation, training, and the test one 0.83, 0.86 and 0.83 respectively.

In conditions of insufficient water that is during dry seasons, physiological and morphological responses shows that it leads to; a reduction in the fruit yield, plant vegetative development, quality, increase in stomata resistance and photosynthetic activity decreases [1]. Morphological and physiological responses under limited water conditions in dry weather condition, results commonly showed reduction in fruit yield, quality, plant vegetative development and increase in stomata resistance, decrease in photosynthetic activity [2-4]. Egg plant can present various shapes, colors and sizes given that it is a tropical fruit. However, this depends on the weather of cultivator, where it growth in [5]. Excessive soil moisture and deficiency gross effects on plant growth are known with drainage and irrigation. However, the farmer has higher chances of exercising control over the soil moisture than he or she can do with the other physical characteristics of the soil. This is a lively controversy which has been existing for several years concerning whether the available moisture is really equally available for growth of a plant or only available with the difficulties found in growth of a plant in that they are retarded even before they reach the wilting period. All these points of view have been summarized by [6] in their article reviews. Stress resistance crop genetic improvement needs investigation of probable physiological and Genetic improvement of crops for stress resistance requires investigation of probable physiological and results to attributes together with their genetic variation exploitation [7].

Full understanding the complex biophysical, biochemical, and biochemical molecular foundations of plants stress tolerance is only the important theoretical problem in environmental science and in ecology and in finding solutions for the problems of agriculture and increasing the yield of crops, there are some practical applications that can be used [8]. RWC is articulated as a proportion of the highest content of water that a tissue of a plant is able to retain [9]. RWC is, therefore, perceived as the best criterion status of plant water [10]. For regions with low water that could be gained, some physiological parameters like RWC are useful to know the performance of crop according to weather changes like drought. ANNs are taken to be among the most precise, efficient and extensively applied techniques for mining data and predicting it. According to previous studies, it has been proved that a network is able to make estimations of any function to the precision anticipated level [11]. According to ANNs work, depending on the direct relationship of various elements which are able to determine
the connection between entrance and exit signals according to the patterns provided. Such elements are considered as neurons of the ANNs. The main advantage with this method is that it supports simple simulations and also it does not require any kind of analytical formulation. Various researchers have applied this technique in several aspects of cultivation and yield management specifically for predicting the total yield and model was found to be more accurate [12]. The main aim of conducting this study is to determine a method to apply the ANNs model to forecast RWC according to some physiological and morphological parameters in an eggplant under Sis tan weather condition. Selection of the optimum MLP 9-15-1 network was made based on the network that was trained with the error back propagation method for 520 epochs and using the conjugate gradients for 475 epochs, and again back propagation method for 237 epochs. The relative lowest absolute error characteristics and the highest correlation coefficient at the lowest amplitude between the sets; validation, training and test one were selected, the artificial neural network (ANN) developed model was subjected to compare the observations using the predicated values.

According to the Artificial Neural Network results, it was revealed that the neural network models had good performance in validating, training and testing phase's precision with a low average absolute error of 0.027, 0.035 and 0.033 respectively for MLP 9-15-1. The highest correlation coefficient characteristics at the simultaneously low amplitude in the sets; validation, training and the test one 0.86, 0.83 and 0.86 was the network selected. In predicting the Retained Water Content, a worked out model should be used but only under Sis tan weather condition. In addition, it is important to increases the training set for more investigation.

Artificial Neurons Network have been applied for purposes of modeling in various fields like; hydrology, agro-ecology and metrolological research. In estimating monthly evapo transpiration, ANNs have also been more useful. ANNs have also been used to estimate monthly evapo transpiration (ET) [13]. Different statistical methods and multivariate analysis have been used in evaluating and modeling plant growth and developments, including simple correlation, multivariate regression, path analysis and principal component analysis, but some of them have been used to model the relationship between yield stability and physiological traits related to plant water status [14]. It has been reported in several studies concerning the application of predictive models for influent of water characteristics [15,16]. Naroui Rad [17,18] implemented ANN for selection of best traits to increase fruit yield in melon.
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